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Abstract

Foundational large language models (LLMs)
can be instruction-tuned to develop open-ended
question-answering capability, facilitating ap-
plications such as the creation of AI assistants.
While such efforts are often carried out in a
single language, building on prior research, we
empirically analyze cost-efficient approaches
of monolingual and multilingual tuning, shed-
ding light on the efficacy of LLMs in respond-
ing to queries across monolingual and multi-
lingual contexts. Our study employs the Al-
paca dataset and machine translations of it to
form multilingual training data, which is then
used to tune LLMs through low-rank adapta-
tion and full-parameter training. Comparisons
reveal that multilingual tuning is not crucial
for an LLM’s English performance, but is key
to its robustness in a multilingual environment.
With a fixed budget, a multilingual instruction-
tuned model, merely trained on downsampled
data, can be as powerful as training mono-
lingual models for each language. Our find-
ings serve as a guide for expanding language
support through instruction tuning with con-
strained computational resources.

1 Introduction

In the realm of natural language processing with
large language models (LLMs), the language ca-
pacity of pre-trained models has attracted much
research attention (Conneau et al., 2020). Intuitive
language acquisition might favour learning a single
language, exemplified by monolingual language
models such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and
Pythia (Biderman et al., 2023). On the other hand,
multilingual models, e.g. BLOOM (Scao et al.,
2022), are pre-trained with texts in many languages,
which seem attractive when multilingual capabili-
ties are of interest in the downstream tasks, due to
lower operational costs. Ye et al. (2023a) studied
language versatility and specialization and revealed

*Equal contribution.

that English-centric models such as LLaMA (Tou-
vron et al., 2023) possess good multilingual transfer
ability in natural language inference and reasoning
tasks. While base LLMs only produce a completion
of the input, recently proposed instruction tuning
(Sanh et al., 2022; Wei et al., 2022a) is able to in-
state the open-ended question-answering capability
in LLMs, i.e., generating responses aligned with
human intention and solving tasks (Mishra et al.,
2022; Muennighoff et al., 2022; Taori et al., 2023;
Ye et al., 2023b).

Building on research that turns a base LLM into
a chat model in an inexpensive way (Taori et al.,
2023), this work compares monolingual and multi-
lingual instruction fine-tuning, in order to explore
cost-efficient strategies to adapt base LLMs to a
multilingual chat environment. Specifically, we
evaluate LLMs instruction-tuned on different data
combinations and tested using open-domain ques-
tion answering in monolingual and multilingual
settings. Our methodology combines two low-cost
practices: (1) the self-instruct paradigm which dis-
tils instruction-response data from a powerful LLM
(Wang et al., 2023a) and (2) the idea of leveraging
machine translation to create multilingual datasets
(Muennighoff et al., 2022).

The goal of this work is to offer practical insights
into monolingual and multilingual instruction tun-
ing. Both full-parameter fine-tuning and low-rank
adaptation (Hu et al., 2022) are experimented with.
We study the result patterns from models having
different sizes and compare monolingual tuning,
multilingual tuning and the language transfer abil-
ity of English-tuned LLMs. We also propose a
budget-aware multilingual training scheme that is
demonstrated to be more robust. Finally, we ex-
amine our conclusions by generalizing to unseen
languages and to LLMs from several families of
roughly the same size.
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2 Methodology

2.1 Instruction tuning
Instruction tuning refers to continually training
an LLM with NLP tasks formatted as natural lan-
guage instructions and model responses treated as
task outputs (Wei et al., 2022a). Further to solv-
ing structured natural language tasks, Taori et al.
(2023) turned an English-centric LLM, LLaMA,
into an open-ended chat model. It delivers GPT-
like performance for English by training on dis-
tilled data from GPT itself (Wang et al., 2023b).
Soon after, by translating the Alpaca dataset into
other languages, counterparts emerged for more
languages such as Chinese (Cui et al., 2023), Ger-
man, and Portuguese.1,2 Those models achieve rea-
sonable performance in the target language, with
the machine-translated data acting as a source of
both instruction tuning and language adaptation,
enabling LLaMA to produce fluent non-English
text. Our work uses the same seed data to exploit
multilingual opportunities and cross-lingual prop-
erties with LLMs.

2.2 Language speciality and versatility
We interpret language speciality as an LLM’s con-
centration on yielding high-quality responses in a
single language, and versatility as its ability to re-
spond in multiple languages. These abilities could
be affected by both its pre-training data and the
instruction tuning data. Essentially, Alpaca at-
tempts in the previous section opted for speciality,
but we are interested in understanding the trade-
off between the two. While a multilingual base
LLM like BLOOM seems to be more versatile,
models trained predominantly in English, such as
LLaMA and Pythia, can also acquire and demon-
strate knowledge of other languages, likely due
to incidental dataset contamination (Blevins and
Zettlemoyer, 2022; Briakou et al., 2023).

Previous work on multilingual instruction tun-
ing through translation taps advances an LLM’s
performance in various NLP tasks (Muennighoff
et al., 2022). This work takes the same machine
translation approach to create the instruction data.
We take a further step to compare the quality of
open-ended responses in the same language, but
from LLMs tuned in different scenarios under con-
trolled settings: English-only, individual languages,
and a mix of languages.

1https://github.com/avocardio/Zicklein
2https://github.com/22-hours/cabrita

2.3 Budget-constrained training
Since fine-tuning LLMs is expensive and techni-
cally unbounded given unlimited resources, we
choose to constrain the computational budget in
separate experiments to make data recipes compa-
rable. Our experimental conditions are as follows:

(1) Let Calpaca denote the cost of monolingual Al-
paca fine-tuning for a single language, then it
will cost X×Calpaca to tune individual models
to support X languages of interest.

(2) Multilingual instruction-tuning costs
X×Calpaca too, as it uses data available in all
languages.

We are able to fairly compare the performance of
an LLM tested on any language trained via (1) and
(2). In addition, we propose to benchmark two
practical budget-saving options:

(3) As a naive baseline, we use an English-tuned
model to respond to other languages. It has
the same cost Calpaca as (1).

(4) Downsampled multilingual: we downsample
the multilingual dataset in (2) to the size of a
single monolingual dataset, with training cost
Calpaca as (1) too.

2.4 Base models
We conduct instruction fine-tuning on four base
LLMs, aiming to test with different levels of lan-
guage coverage. As discussed, Pythia and LLaMA
are predominantly English while BLOOM is more
versatile. These models are as follows.

• Pythia (Biderman et al., 2023): trained on
the Pile dataset (Gao et al., 2020) containing
nearly 300 billion tokens after global dedupli-
cation. The data is intended to be in English
only. We experiment with the full range from
70M to 12B.

• LLaMA (Touvron et al., 2023): an LLM
trained on 1.4 trillion tokens, mainly in En-
glish with some in European languages in
Latin and Cyrillic scripts. It could also support
other languages having byte-BPE tokeniza-
tion. We report its 7B model’s performance.

• OpenLLaMA (Geng and Liu, 2023): an open-
source reproduction of LLaMA, trained on
the RedPajama dataset (Together Computer,
2023), which is similar to LLaMA’s data com-
position. Similarly, we use the 7B version.

https://github.com/avocardio/Zicklein
https://github.com/22-hours/cabrita


• BLOOM (Scao et al., 2022): trained on
the ROOTS dataset (Laurençon et al., 2022),
which has 350 billion tokens in 46 natural
languages spanning 9 language families and
12 programming languages. The LLM has
English, Chinese, French, and Spanish as the
major components. We use the checkpoints
from 560M to 7.1B for experiments.

3 Experimental Setup

3.1 Training Data

We utilize the 52K Alpaca dataset generated using
OpenAI’s text-davinci-003 as our seed English
data (Taori et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2023a). We use
the publicly available cleaned version.3 The seed
data is then translated by us into eight languages:
Bulgarian (bg), Czech (cs), Chinese (zh), German
(de), Finnish (fi), French (fr), Russian (ru), and
Spanish (es), using various open-source models.4

For monolingual instruction-tuning, we tune a
foundation LLM on each language data separately,
whereas, for multilingual tuning, we combine and
shuffle the data in all languages. This follows the
constrained comparison between monolingual and
multilingual fine-tuning discussed earlier, where a
fixed computational budget is given to support all
languages of interest.

As an alternative resource-limited comparison,
we also investigate the effect of training on a multi-
lingual dataset downsampled randomly to the size
of a single language. In addition, we test a naive
baseline using an English instruction-tuned model
to decode all languages. Similarly, these two set-
tings use equal computational resources.

3.2 Training Details

Our analysis covers two training scenarios: low-
rank adaptation (LoRA, Hu et al., 2022) and
full-parameter fine-tuning. Both LoRA and full-
parameter fine-tuning start from the released LLM
checkpoints and continually train the causal lan-
guage modelling objective using the instruction
dataset.

LoRA is a parameter-efficient training method
where, for a big matrix, only low-rank matrices are
trained and patched to it. In our case, we apply
it to the attention matrices and use a rank of 8

3https://huggingface.co/datasets/yahma/
alpaca-cleaned

4https://github.com/browsermt/
bergamot-translator/tree/alpaca_translator

Method Hyperparameter Value

LoRA

LoRA modules query, key, value
rank 8
scaling factor 16
dropout 0.05

learning rate 3e−4

global batch size 128
epochs 5

Full-parameter
learning rate 2e−5

global batch size 256
epochs 3

Table 1: Hyperparameter configurations of LoRA and
full-parameter fine-tuning

throughout. We set a fixed training budget of 5
epochs and select the best checkpoint based on
validation cross-entropy. For full-parameter fine-
tuning, we follow the strategy of Alpaca by training
for 3 epochs with a warmup ratio of 0.03.

We utilize a range of different GPUs, but through
gradient accumulation, we maintain the same
global batch size for each tuning technique: 128
for LoRA and 256 for full-parameter fine-tuning.
Some hyperparameters differ between the two train-
ing strategies but all are kept consistent for different
data conditions as detailed in Table 1.

3.3 Test Data

To evaluate our fine-tuned LLMs’ instruction-
following capability and response quality, models
are benchmarked on test samples in languages both
seen and unseen during the instruction-tuning time.
We aim to cover languages in different scripts and
families so we can draw generic conclusions across
base LLMs with various degrees of multilingual-
ism, from versatile BLOOM to English-focused
Pythia. We employ native speakers to manually
translate 50 prompts sampled from OpenAssistant
(Köpf et al., 2023) into languages of our interest.5

The seen category includes six languages: En-
glish, Spanish, French, Bulgarian, Russian, and
Chinese. Among the six, English is the highest-
resourced, and Spanish and French are high-
resource and share the same script as English. Bul-
garian and Russian are European languages, but use
a writing system distinct from English; between
these two, Bulgarian could be more challenging
because most of the Cyrillic data on the Internet
is written in Russian. Finally, Chinese is a high-
resource but distant language in a totally different
script.

5https://github.com/LAION-AI/Open-Assistant

https://huggingface.co/datasets/yahma/alpaca-cleaned
https://huggingface.co/datasets/yahma/alpaca-cleaned
https://github.com/browsermt/bergamot-translator/tree/alpaca_translator
https://github.com/browsermt/bergamot-translator/tree/alpaca_translator
https://github.com/LAION-AI/Open-Assistant


For unseen tests, we pick Bengali and Norwe-
gian. Norwegian is under-resourced and overlaps
with English writing script to some extent, whereas
Bengali perhaps appears more often in the LLMs’
pre-training data, but operates on a completely dif-
ferent vocabulary.

3.4 LLM Evaluation

We adopt LLM-as-a-judge (Zheng et al., 2023) to
score each instruction-model response pair directly,
and the final model evaluation scores are obtained
by adding up a model’s total scores on all test sam-
ples. Such single response grading brings benefits
two-fold: 1) we can alleviate the judge model’s po-
sition preference; 2) it requires significantly fewer
evaluation requests as opposed to comparing re-
sponses in a pairwise manner. We used GPT-3.5
as the judge.6 It is queried with a question and a
model response each time in a new session, without
model information or request history.

We use a prompt template close to that designed
by Zheng et al. (2023), except that, as we are
dealing with multilingual scenarios, we make the
LLM consider that the instruction and the response
should be in the same language. Although we
particularly care about the final score given by
the judge, we still ask for a brief explanation, as
this forms a chain-of-thought process (Wei et al.,
2022b) that might improve the judge’s scoring accu-
racy. The exact wording is list as Figure 1, where
${instruction} and ${response} are replaced
with questions and model responses.

Our early manual inspection of LLM-as-a-judge
scoring suggests that GPT-3.5 does not always obey
the same language requirement imposed in the
prompt. We visualize an example in Appendix A
Table 2, where the LLM response is in a different
language from the query, but it is scored highly by
GPT-3.5. Hence, we run language identification
and force-set the score to 0 if a response is in a
language different from the instruction, with the
results presented to examine the language consis-
tency of LLM responses in Section 4.4. We use
the fastText framework (Joulin et al., 2017) with
a recent checkpoint from Burchell et al. (2023).
Formally, the final score of a response given a
question can be represented as a product of GPT’s
quality score and a binary language identification
score = eval_score × language_id. It ranges
between 0 and 150.

6gpt-3.5-turbo-0613

Please act as an impartial judge and evaluate
the quality of the response provided by an AI
assistant to the user instruction displayed
below. Your evaluation should consider
factors such as helpfulness, relevance,
accuracy, depth, creativity, and level of
detail. It is also required that the response
is in the same language as the instruction.
Begin your evaluation with a short explanation.
Be as objective as possible. After providing
your explanation, please rate the response on
a scale of 1 to 3 by strictly following this
format:“[[rating]]”, for example: “Rating:
[[2]]”.

[User instruction]
${instruction}

[AI assistant’s response]
${response}

Figure 1: Template for requesting a response evaluation.

4 Performance and Discussions

4.1 Model sizes
For LoRA fine-tuning of LLMs at different sizes,
we observe similar trends for Pythia and BLOOM,
plotted in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. At
smaller sizes, multilingual ( ) and monolingual
( ) instruction-tuning attain similar performance,
and at larger sizes, multilingual models are gener-
ally better, except for English.

Moving on to full-parameter fine-tuning with
BLOOM in Figure 4, we discover that at relatively
small (<1.7B) or large sizes (7B), monolingual
models are generally better than multilingual mod-
els for individual languages. This indicates that
speciality is preferred to versatility when given am-
ple training during instruction tuning.

These observations suggest that multilingual-
ism works well with LoRA, but with full-
parameter, separate monolingual tuning might
be better. Overall, as anticipated, tuned LLMs’
performance is positively correlated with their sizes
regardless of the tuning technique.

4.2 Budgeting
To aid our exploration on resource-constrained in-
struction tuning, in the above-mentioned Figures 2,
3, and 4, we add the comparison plots of two bud-
get data conditions: using English-tuned models to
respond to instructions in other languages ( ),
as well as instruction-tuning with downsampled
multilingual data ( ).

Regarding using a single English model for all
languages, we observe that its performance is af-
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Figure 2: LoRA fine-tuning on Pythia at different sizes. Caption: language generated; y-axis: evaluation score;
x-axis: model size (B) on a logarithmic scale.
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Figure 3: LoRA fine-tuning on BLOOM at different sizes. Caption: language generated; y-axis: evaluation score;
x-axis: model size (B) on a logarithmic scale.
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Figure 4: Full-parameter fine-tuning on BLOOM at different sizes. Caption: language generated; y-axis:
evaluation score; x-axis: model size (B) on a logarithmic scale.

fected by the intended language’s closeness to En-
glish: Spanish and French can maintain reasonable
scores, but Bulgarian, Russian, and Chinese are
seen to have very low performance. The only ex-
ception is BLOOM full-parameter tuning shown
in Figure 4, where the English model is not too
behind other methods when operating in Chinese.

In Figure 3, an interesting observation on the En-
glish models tuned with LoRA is the performance
peak at 1.1B for non-English tests, whilst the check-
point itself does not stand out in the English test. At
this particular size, the LoRA-tuned model learned
to follow instructions without losing too much mul-
tilingual transfer ability from pre-training, despite
being instruction-tuned in English.

On the other hand, with the same computational
budget, models trained on downsampled multilin-
gual data are significantly more robust across all
test languages. They sometimes achieve on-par
performance with monolingual tuning in individual
languages. This means that to support several lan-
guages with limited resources, the best practice
is to train on small multilingual data created
with machine translation instead of the full En-
glish data. Nonetheless, if budget permits, training
with the full multilingual data is still slightly better
in most cases.

4.3 Unseen languages

Further in Figure 5, we include the performance of
BLOOM models which underwent LoRA or full-
parameter fine-tuning in various data conditions,
but were subsequently used to respond in unseen
languages, Bengali and Norwegian, at inference
time.

Regarding the English-tuned LLMs, we observe
different behaviours for LoRA and full-parameter
fine-tuning. With the former, English models are
nowhere near the performance of other multilin-
gual tuned models, but with the latter, we see close
or even better performance with English-only fine-
tuning. It is thus implied that full-parameter instruc-
tion tuning can even lift performance for languages
not present in the instruction dataset. However, we
note that the results of full-parameter tuning on
Norwegian could be considered an outlier given its
comparably low scores.

Considering multilingual instruction tuning, we
notice a pattern opposed to that on test languages
seen during training, that learning on the downsam-
pled data is superior to ingesting the full mixed data.
Generally, we conclude that it is important to
not overfit to instruction languages if, in down-
stream tasks, queries in unseen languages are
expected.
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4.4 Language consistency

In practical use cases, an LLM response should be
in the same language as the question, unless other-
wise instructed. However, as noted in Section 3.4,
our manual inspection reveals that in some cases
the instruction-tuned LLM outputs in English re-
gardless of the query language. We therefore re-
view each model and data recipe’s scores before
and after adding the language identification, to iso-
late the impact of an LLM’s language robustness
from its responses’ inherent “quality” (regardless
of the language).

We compute the differences in GPT evalua-
tion scores before and after applying the language
identification module: ∆score = eval_score −
eval_score× language_id. This is done for both
full-parameter and LoRA tuning on BLOOM and
Pythia. A score difference can be interpreted as
how much a response is penalized due to being in
the wrong language. A large difference implies
that the model produced a reasonable answer in an
undesired language. We report the average of the

score differences across all six test languages seen
during the instruction-tuning time. These score
differences are displayed in Figure 6 with dashed
lines to distinguish from absolute model scores rep-
resented using solid lines in previous figures.

We find English-only models to be the least
robust, as their score differences are signifi-
cantly above other tuning techniques, across both
BLOOM and Pythia. Focusing on LoRA train-
ing, we see that full multilingual tuning records
the smallest performance drop, whereas when full-
parameter fine-tuning is concerned, monolingual
tuning has a smaller dip than multilingual tuning.
The insights on language robustness are corrobo-
rated by our early findings on overall performance
in Section 4.1: superior results are obtained
when using multilingual tuning with LoRA and
monolingual tuning with full-parameter tuning.
On the other hand, all three tuning techniques are
not too far apart; specifically for BLOOM LoRA
tuning, the language consistency does not improve
as the base model gets larger in size.
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Figure 7: LoRA fine-tuning on 7B LLMs from different families. Caption: language generated; y-axis: evaluation
score; x-axis: model family.

4.5 Model families

Finally, we experiment with base LLMs from dif-
ferent families with sizes of around 7 billion. In
Figure 7, we plot the evaluation scores for multilin-
gual, downsampled multilingual, and monolingual
LoRA tuning on six languages. Generally, LLaMA
and OpenLLaMA have better performance than
BLOOM and Pythia potentially because they have
pre-training data that is one order of magnitude
larger. Also Bulgarian, Russian, and Chinese see
lower scores than English, again presumably due
to the distribution of pre-training data.

Delving into the comparison between monolin-
gual and multilingual instruction tuning, we find
that out of 24 cases across six languages and four
LLMs, monolingual tuning is ahead in merely two
cases: LLaMA tested in Russian and Chinese.
Downsampled multilingual tuning is better than full
multilingual training in two cases: Pythia tested in
Bulgarian and OpenLLaMA tested in French, and
it is on par in three other scenarios. Nonetheless,
it has seen just a fraction of the cost of full mul-
tilingual training. The outcome of tuning LLMs
from several families confirms that multilingual-
ism performs better with LoRA fine-tuning.

5 Related Work

Recent years have witnessed rapid development in
large language models, for example, the renowned
closed-source GPT family (Brown et al., 2020)
as well as open-source models like LLaMA (Tou-
vron et al., 2023) and OpenLLaMA (Geng and
Liu, 2023). In addition to English-centric models,
multilingual language models have also been de-
signed such that multiple languages can be dealt
with by a single LLM, reducing operational costs.
These models such as mT5 (Xue et al., 2021)
and BLOOM (Scao et al., 2022) have effectively
demonstrated multilingual understanding ability.

While foundational LLMs are trained to com-
plete input texts, a new paradigm named instruc-
tion tuning can adjust such models to respond in a
question-answering style (Wei et al., 2022a; Sanh
et al., 2022). It continually trains an LLM by for-
matting a specific task as a natural language query
and the task output as a text response. Longpre
et al. (2023) investigated the factors of effective
instruction tuning such as tasks and methods. Com-
bining the capabilities of multilingual models with
instruction fine-tuning opens up new opportuni-
ties for instruction following and content gener-



ation in multilingual scenarios. Li et al. (2023)
showcased that multilingual instruction fine-tuning
with translation instructions can improve the perfor-
mance of machine translation. Muennighoff et al.
(2022) found multilingual instruction fine-tuning
gained better performance on natural language
tasks than English-only fine-tuning. They also
found that using low-cost machine translations is
superior to tuning with human-written non-English
prompts on multitask natural language understand-
ing. Our study takes one step further by utilizing
machine translation to produce parallel instruction
data. This enables controlled settings for empiri-
cal analysis of monolingual language-specific and
multilingual instruction tuning of LLMs.

6 Conclusion

This paper explores instruction fine-tuning of large
language models in both monolingual and multilin-
gual contexts. Our study using the Alpaca dataset
and machine translations yields valuable insights in
a controlled setting. We report the best data strate-
gies for full-parameter and parameter-efficient tun-
ing separately. Furthermore, when fine-tuning un-
der a limited computational budget, a multilingual
dataset offers more benefits compared to monolin-
gual datasets, even when downsampled. Overall,
our research provides practical guidance for ex-
panding or maintaining the language capabilities in
LLMs via instruction tuning within resource con-
straints.
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A Language Inconsistency

Table 2 demonstrates an example, where the re-
sponse from an instruction-tuned model does not
match the language of the query. In this case, the
judge, GPT-3.5 does not penalize this language
inconsistency despite being asked to do so in the
evaluation prompt. This makes extra language iden-
tification essential.

Instruction: 你好！你能帮我计划婚礼吗？
(English: Hello! Can you help me plan my wed-
ding?)
Response: Sure, I would be happy to help you
plan your wedding. Can you tell me a little bit
more about your wedding plans and what you are
looking for in a wedding planner?
GPT-3.5 explanation: The AI assistant’s re-
sponse shows a good understanding of the user’s
request and offers assistance. It asks the user
for more information about their wedding plans,
which shows that it is trying to gather relevant de-
tails to provide appropriate help. The response is
polite and friendly, which contributes to a positive
user experience.
GPT-3.5 score: 3

Table 2: An example of instruction-response language
inconsistency, where the question is in Chinese but the
response is in English, which GPT-3.5 fails to account
for in its evaluation.


